FORBIDDEN JOURNEY
rays. I got up on my mule to avoid ceding to the temptation to
go to sleep on the side of the road, and rode on somnolently.
Wang walked like a drunken man and slept clinging to his
mule's tail, but, as if in training for some Tibetan marathon,
Peter lengthened his stride through the impalpable dust. I
faintly remember canals of clear water, built like those at
Samarkand; a white temple hollowed out, half-way up an
immense red cliff, like a gleaming eye in the night; a litter
hung between two mules wearing red pompons with a pale
old man squatting inside. . . ,
The deafening river became sombre in colour, like thick
cocoa. On their crests, its waves were tossing some great
goatskin rafts with the stiff, shortened legs of the skins
pointing towards the sky. These rafts were bound for
Lanchow, perhaps even for Paotow, with cargoes of wool
and coal. The sailors, leaning on their enormous steering
oars, had a powerful cry, like the cry of conquering men. I
answered it with the cry of our mountaineers, giving a
piercing yodel that made them turn their heads towards the
path we were following. Who knows but they may now be
calling out in the style of Ober-Haslital!
At the edges of little creeks of calm water, gold-washers
were shaking their double baskets, A company of badly-
equipped soldiers came towards us. They were on their way
to join the anti-Communist forces. The civil war must not
interfere with the caravan traffic, which is the chief source of
wealth to the Ma dynasty who govern the province.*
These Tungan soldiers—Chinese Moslems—are afraid of
nothing and are said to terrorize the sons of Han. The
troop we met were trying to persuade a tired camel, loaded
with great cauldrons, to get up. To help them, Peter lighted
a few sheets of La Croistire Jaune under the hindquarters of the
indifferent beast.
* It was to facilitate that traffic that General Ma had roads constructed,
and—a great innovation—important bridges built.

